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Contemporary Presidency:
Going Public in an Era of Social Media: Tweets, Corrections, and Public Opinion
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Presidents invariably use the bully pulpit to push a political agenda, but whether this leads to political success in advancing that agenda has long been the subject of debate. The increased reliance on social media has renewed that debate, particularly in light of new policies that flag or remove objectionable presidential content. This research conducts a survey experiment that evaluates the effect of presidential tweets on support for executive policies, including proposed unilateral action, and studies the effect of social media corrections of those tweets. We find little evidence that social media appeals move public opinion overall, although they do increase support among Republicans. Corrections generally worked as intended among Democrats but backfired among Republicans, canceling each other out in the aggregate. The findings offer important insights into the efficacy of going public on social media and of corrections to such claims in an era of stark partisan polarization.
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On January 20, 2017, President-Elect Donald Trump took to Twitter: "It all begins today! I will see you at 11:00 a.m. for the swearing-in. THE MOVEMENT CONTINUES—THE WORK BEGINS!" The tweet foreshadowed his reliance on the platform for announcing new policies, attacking adversaries, and bolstering support among his base. Within the first 33 months of Trump's presidency, he tweeted more than 11,000 times (Shear et al. 2019). While the veracity of those tweets long attracted scrutiny (Oi 2020), for years Twitter allowed unfounded, conspiratorial, or misleading presidential tweets to go unscathed.

In May 2020, however, social media platforms began actively fact-checking presidential claims (Conger and Isaac 2020) and even removing presidential content that violated...
corporate content policies (Glazer 2020). Past research on corrections has yielded decidedly mixed evidence of their efficacy (Clayton et al. 2020; Thorson 2016; Wood and Porter 2019). Are corrections effective when they seek to rebut false claims when the source is the president and not a Russian bot or random social media post? Do they counteract any efficacy of the original miscommunication, or even reduce false perceptions below a baseline level? Or might corrections trigger a backfire effect, at least among those predisposed to believe the president’s claim, and actually reinforce misperceptions (Nyhan and Reifler 2010)?

We answer these questions with a study of presidential tweets and corrections. As the subject of our analysis, we use an episode that incorporated debates about freedom of speech and executive authority. Within days of Twitter first flagging one of President Trump’s tweets as false, President Trump issued a retaliatory executive order targeting the legal protections enjoyed by social media platforms. Through an original survey experiment that probed whether exposure to Trump’s tweet and corrections to it affect public support for the executive action, we found little evidence that social media appeals move public opinion; the effects we did observe were limited to his copartisans. Similarly, corrections along the lines that social media firms have begun issuing in response to presidential tweets, and even more aggressive corrections, did little to reduce misperceptions. However, the null effects for corrections in the aggregate mask important differences in partisan responses. Among those of the opposition party, corrections generally worked as intended, whereas among copartisans, they generally backfired, suggesting that corrections triggered significant partisan-motivated reasoning.

Our research makes direct contributions to three different literatures at the intersection of presidency scholarship and political communication. First, we engage the venerable literature on presidential public appeals (Cohen 2010; Edwards 2006; Kernell 1997) by examining their efficacy in the social media age. In so doing, we build on an emerging literature that uses survey experiments to measure the efficacy of going public (e.g., Cohen 2015), with a specific focus here on the efficacy of a prominent presidential tweet. In alleging that mail-in ballots inevitably produce systemic electoral fraud, President Trump tried both to grow and reinforce public doubts about the integrity of the electoral system and the extent of fraud, and to rally public opinion against legislative proposals such as the Natural Disaster and Emergency Ballot Act of 2020, which would dramatically expand access to absentee ballots during the coronavirus pandemic.

Second, our results contribute to the literature on corrections to false information and their efficacy (Clayton et al. 2020; Nyhan and Reifler 2010; Thorson 2016; Wood and Porter 2019). Importantly, we examine the efficacy of corrections through a new lens in an intensely polarized setting where the false claim is advanced directly by the president. Finally, we also contribute to the nascent literature on public support for unilateral action (Christenson and Kriner 2017a; Lowande and Gray 2017; Reeves and Rogowski 2016) by examining whether support for a prominent executive order is responsive to political rhetoric and social media corrections to such claims.

**Going Public in the Social Media Age**

Since Teddy Roosevelt declared the presidency a “bully pulpit,” scholars and politicians alike have examined and debated the efficacy of presidential public appeals.
Kernell’s (1997) seminal work, *Going Public*, observed that presidents routinely appeal for public support for the administration’s agenda. That presidents make public appeals does not mean that the strategy is effective. Indeed, empirical evidence that presidential appeals can move public opinion is decidedly mixed (e.g., Canes-Wrone 2005; Cavari 2017; Edwards 2006; Rottinghaus 2010). One camp shows that despite being the focal point of American politics and enjoying a preeminent position in shaping media coverage (Entman 2004), presidents routinely struggle to move public opinion and increase support for their policy positions and initiatives (Edwards 2006; 2009; 2016; Franco, Grimmer, and Lim 2018). Some studies have even raised fears that presidential appeals can backfire and prompt shifts in public opinion away from the White House and its preferences (Cameron and Park 2011; Lee 2009).

A more optimistic camp has found greater evidence that presidential opinion leadership can be successful, but its influence is often highly conditional and varies across issues and groups (Canes-Wrone 2005; Cavari 2013; 2017; Cohen and Hamman 2003; Tedin, Rottinghaus, and Rodgers 2011; Wood 2007). One of the reasons that presidents struggle is that they must “break through the noise” of news coverage to truly lead public opinion (Eshbaugh-Soha and Peake 2011), but their ability to do so is conditional. Presidents are not the only actors who can go public (Grimmer 2013), and political contestation over messaging (Cameron and Park 2011), which is bolstered by balance norms and the media’s desire to index their coverage to the official debate in Washington (Bennett 1990), can blunt the force of presidential appeals.

Social media has opened a new channel for presidents to take their message directly to millions of Americans, circumscribing the mass media’s gatekeeping role and balance norms that elevate competing voices and perspectives (Cameron and Park 2011). While political elites initially appeared to use social media primarily in a campaign context, driving the early research on social media as an arena for political communication (Christenson, Smidt, and Panagopoulos 2014; Enli and Skogerbo 2013; Jungherr 2016), they are increasingly using social media as a tool of governance. By offering presidents a direct conduit to millions of Americans, social media has the potential to circumvent a reliance on the mass media and bolster the efficacy of popular appeals. Trump intimated this point in a tweet: “Only the Fake News Media and Trump enemies want me to stop using Social Media (110 million people). Only way for me to get the truth out!”¹ Recent research appears to corroborate the intuition that social media offers a direct conduit to constituents, with evidence suggesting that Trump’s intense social media engagement has had an agenda-setting effect (Lee and Xu 2018), as well as an influence on elite behavior (Fu and Howell 2020).

Whether and how targeted presidential appeals via social media influence public opinion remain open questions. One important exception examined the effect of President Trump’s July 2018 tweet opposing public access to 3D printed plastic guns. Given Trump’s strong and vocal support for the Second Amendment, the tweet was “costly” rhetoric, which should increase the credibility of the signal (Baum and Groeling 2009; Calvert 1985). However, in a natural experiment, Miles and Haider-Markel (2020) found little evidence that the tweet lowered support for 3D gun printing. Indeed, the tweet appears to have backfired and actually increased support for 3D printed guns. Merely
having millions of avid followers on Twitter appears to be no guarantee that a president can successfully exploit exposure to rally support for his positions. Beyond the prevalence that characterizes Trump’s social media use is the tendency to issue statements that independent fact-checkers label false or misleading. An analysis of Trump’s tweets found that about one-third in the period studied contained misleading information (Oiu 2020). For years, social media platforms resisted calls to flag or remove false claims. But on May 26, 2020, Twitter reversed its prior position and explicitly tagged one of the president’s tweets alleging widespread electoral fraud from mail-in ballots as “potentially misleading.” Beneath the tweet, Twitter added a hyperlink reading, “Get the facts about mail-in ballots.” Readers who clicked on the link were taken to a page that called Trump’s claim “unsubstantiated,” and that noted “experts say mail-in ballots are very rarely linked to fraud.”

Twitter’s move provoked a maelstrom of criticism from the White House and the president’s partisan allies on Capitol Hill. Trump’s retribution was swift and provocative, as the following day the president signed an executive order targeting social media companies and seeking to remove legal protections for moderating content that they enjoyed under Section 230 of the 1996 Communications Decency Act.

Previous research suggests that Trump need not have been concerned about Twitter’s new policy of issuing corrections on unsubstantiated claims. While some scholars find that corrections can reduce the perceived accuracy of false claims (Clayton et al. 2020; Kreps and Kriner 2020; Porter, Wood, and Kirby 2018; Wood and Porter 2019), others have found that the effects of corrections are modest (Garrett, Nisbet, and Lynch 2013; Thorson 2016) or highly conditional (Lewandowsky et al. 2012). Particularly in highly politicized contexts, such as misleading appeals made directly by the president, there is a potential for a backfire effect (Nyhan and Reifler 2010; Schwarz et al. 2007), in which corrections drive more traffic to a misinformation site, increase its fluency, and make corrections counterproductive (Berinsky 2017). However, other studies suggest that backfire effects are limited and uncommon in most contexts (Wood and Porter 2019). Although not examining appeals through social media per se, a recent study examining corrections to President Trump’s false and misleading statements on climate change offers some insight (Porter, Wood, and Bahador 2019). Corrections did not produce a backfire effect and significantly reduced factual accuracy perceptions of Trump’s claims; however, they had no effect on broader attitudes and policy preferences.

Research Design

To evaluate the effect of both going public and corrections issued on those public overtures, we conducted an original survey experiment fielded within days of President Trump’s mail-in ballot fraud tweet. In general, experimental research has found stronger evidence for the efficacy of presidential appeals than studies analyzing primarily observational evidence (Cohen 2015; Druckman and Holmes 2004; Gillion 2017; Tedin, Rottinghaus, and Rodgers 2011). While experiments inevitably raise questions of
external validity (Barabas and Jerit 2010), existing experimental evidence hints at the possibility that unmediated presidential communications may be more effective than more traditional speeches. As a test case, we examine the effect of exposure to President Trump’s tweets about the existence and prevalence of voter fraud on public belief in these claims and preferences for the use of mail-in ballots in the 2020 election.

To shed new light on the efficacy of corrections, we examined the effect of three different corrections that vary by strength to Trump’s statement on public beliefs and policy preferences. Social media companies have openly acknowledged that one reason they have been reticent to take aggressive steps to counter misinformation is that they fear it could produce a backfire effect, driving increased traffic to fake news sites and actually bolstering popular beliefs in false claims. As a result, when they ultimately have decided to flag false claims, social media platforms have often employed nonspecific warnings that are designed more to nudge readers toward accurate information than to call out and rebut false claims (Porter and Wood 2020). However, more nuanced approaches risk undermining the efficacy of the correction by being too subtle (Avaaz 2020). We manipulate the nature of the correction—nudge versus explicit refutation—to examine whether the efficacy of a correction varies with its strength, and also whether the strength of the correction affects the emergence and intensity of backfire effects among those predisposed to support President Trump and reject any correction to his claims.

Finally, we examine whether President Trump’s tweet and the social media corrective response to it have any systematic effect on public support for the unilateral executive behavior that the social media correction provoked, specifically President Trump’s executive order targeting legal protections enjoyed by social media companies. Past research argues that attitudes toward unilateralism are driven largely by partisan loyalties or policy preferences (Christenson and Kriner 2017a) or more general values, such as support for the rule of law (Reeves and Rogowski 2016). Moreover, the reaction of other political elites also affects public support, as institutional criticism can erode public support for executive action (Christenson and Kriner 2017b). Here, we examine the effect of pushback from a nongovernmental actor that also takes a different form from direct criticism of the substance of a unilateral action. Specifically, we examine whether priming subjects to think about the motivation behind Trump’s unilateral gambit—retaliation against Twitter for flagging his claims as unsubstantiated and misleading—has any effect on public support for his executive order. Does it sap support, trigger a backlash, or have no effect? Answering this question allows us to examine the potential broader political consequences of aggressive corrections in an intensely polarized environment.

To test the efficacy of presidential social media appeals—and corrections to those appeals—in shaping popular attitudes and policy preferences, we embedded an experiment on an online survey fielded on June 9, 2020, just over a week after Trump’s tweet alleging systematic fraud with mail-in ballots and social media corrections. The survey recruited a broadly representative sample of 1,003 adult Americans through the online marketplace Lucid. Lucid employs quota sampling to produce samples matched to the U.S. population on age, gender, ethnicity, and geographic region (Coppock and McClellan 2019). The demographic composition of our sample and comparisons to those of prominent social
science surveys and U.S. Census American Community Survey statistics are presented in Supporting Information Table S1.

After reading an informed consent form and agreeing to participate, subjects were randomly assigned to one of five experimental conditions. Those assigned to the control group received no information about Trump’s tweet or any response by Twitter. Those in the first treatment group saw a graphic presenting President Trump’s tweet from May 26: “There is no way (ZERO!) that Mail-in Ballots will be anything less than substantially fraudulent. Mail boxes will be robbed, ballots will be forced & fraudulently signed. The Governor of California is sending ballots to millions of people, anyone….” Comparing public opinion across the Trump treatment and control groups affords a conservative estimate of the efficacy of the tweet. The estimate is conservative as we cannot be sure how many subjects might have seen the tweet prior to the experiment. The tweet and Trump’s response did attract considerable media attention. However, given well-documented deficiencies in most Americans’ political knowledge (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1997), we believe it likely that many were either unaware or paid only passing prior attention to the political dispute.

The final three experimental treatments examined the efficacy of corrections and how it might vary according to the scope of the correction. The treatments are displayed in Figure 1 below. In the first, subjects again saw the Trump tweet followed by the graphic/hyperlink used by Twitter to flag the tweet as misleading, which encouraged readers to click and “Get the facts about mail-in ballots.” The second corrections treatment was identical to the first, and also included the information Twitter provided subjects if they clicked on the hyperlink about getting the facts. In this treatment, subjects also read a bolded headline, “Trump makes unsubstantiated claim that mail-in ballots will lead to voter fraud.” The headline was followed by some explanatory text labeling the claims “unsubstantiated” according to major media outlets, including CNN and the Washington Post. The correction concluded by stating, “Experts say mail-in ballots are very rarely
linked to voter fraud.” The final corrections treatment was modeled after Facebook corrections to misinformation about Covid-19. This correction labeled Trump’s claim “factually incorrect” and provided direct evidence to rebut Trump’s assertions. Specifically, it informed readers that “five states already use mail-in ballots and have reported little evidence of fraud.” It also noted that “experts agree that there is very little evidence that there is more than a handful of fraudulent mail-in ballots across the country each election,” and it explained that the claims have been fact-checked by PolitiFact and others.2

All subjects were then asked the same two questions measuring beliefs about voter fraud in the United States. The first question directly asked about belief in Trump’s charge: “Do you believe mail-in ballots lead to voter fraud?” Subjects could reply yes, no, or unsure. The second question asked a slightly broader question about beliefs in fraud: “In general, how widespread do you think voter fraud is in U.S. elections? Do you think this happens a lot, sometimes, not much, or not at all?”

Later in the survey, subjects were also asked a pair of questions measuring their policy preferences. The first queried public support for expanded use of mail-in ballots in 2020 given the realities of Covid-19: “In response to the coronavirus pandemic, do you support or oppose allowing all U.S. citizens to vote by mail in the upcoming presidential election?” The second measured support for President Trump’s executive order targeting social media companies. Subjects were asked, “Last week, President Trump signed an executive order to limit the legal protections that federal law currently provides to social media platforms. Do you support or oppose this order?” Subjects answered both questions on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from strongly support to strongly oppose.

Randomization checks showed no evidence of significant demographic imbalances across the five experimental conditions (see Supporting Information Table S2). As a result, to assess the effects of each treatment, we present the differences in mean opinion on each dimension across the relevant treatment group and the control.

Results

Figure 2 presents the aggregate effects of each experimental treatment on the beliefs and policy preferences of all subjects in the sample. For each treatment, dots illustrate the difference in mean opinion on the relevant dimension from that observed in the control group. I-bars present 95% confidence intervals about each difference in means.3

The top two panels of Figure 2 examine attitudes about voter fraud. The first most directly captures the essence of President Trump’s core claim—that mail-in ballots lead to fraud. Forty-five percent of subjects believed that mail-in ballots do result in voter fraud in the control group. Exposure to President Trump’s tweet had no effect, as the percentage believing fraud occurs in this condition was almost identical to that in the control. This null finding is consistent with research showing the uphill battle presidents face in changing public opinion, especially on issues where public opinion may have already calcified along partisan or ideological lines. Similarly, none of the corrections had any significant effects on beliefs in mail fraud. Even the strongest correction that presented
subjects with the experience of states that already widely use mail-in ballots and the lack of evidence for systematic voting fraud failed to reduce beliefs in fraud. However, none of the corrections produced a backfire effect, at least in the aggregate.

The second panel of Figure 2 examines popular beliefs about the extent of voter fraud. In the control group, the mean on this measure was just under 3, which corresponds to beliefs that voter fraud occurs “sometimes.” On this ordinal measure, exposure to the Trump tweet slightly increased perceptions about the prevalence of fraud from the control group baseline, while all three corrections treatments decreased it. None of the differences in means from the control were statistically significant. The difference in means across the Trump tweet and correction treatment was statistically significant ($p < .10$, two-tailed test), as was the difference in means between the Trump tweet condition and all three corrections treatments combined ($p < .10$, two-tailed test). However, the differences are substantively quite modest, not even accounting for a quarter-point change on the 4-point variable scale.

The third panel of Figure 2 examines support for expanded access to mail-in voting in 2020, the policy prescription that President Trump’s tweet explicitly advocated against. Voting by mail during the Covid-19 pandemic was very popular, with 68% support in the control group. Support for voting by mail was 3% lower in the Trump tweet
treatment; however, the difference in means was not statistically significant. Similarly, none of the corrections that sought to combat misperceptions about vote-by-mail fraud had any effect in increasing support for mail-in voting.

The final panel examines support for President Trump’s executive order to withdraw legal protections from social media platforms. Just over 50% of subjects supported the executive action in the control group. Support for the order was slightly higher in the Trump tweet condition, but the difference in means was not statistically significant. Support for the order was lower in all three of the corrections treatments than in the Trump tweet condition. However, none of the difference in means between any of the corrections groups and either the Trump tweet or control group baseline were statistically significant.

Effects by Party

In the aggregate, we found little evidence that either President Trump’s tweet or efforts to correct it had a systematic effect on popular beliefs about voter fraud or on their policy preferences. This is consistent with literatures showing that a president’s going public routinely fails to move the needle of public opinion, and that political misinformation can be stubbornly resistant to correction. However, it is also possible that the null effects in the aggregate mask significant variation in response to the treatments among different subsets of the public (e.g., Christenson and Glick 2015). Given prior research on partisan backfire effects (Cameron and Park 2011; Nyhan and Reifler 2010), it is possible that Democrats and Republicans responded to the same information in different ways, and that such swings could cancel each other out and yield no changes in opinion across treatments in the aggregate.

To examine this possibility and evaluate evidence of backfire effects, Figure 3 presents the effects of each treatment for Democrats and Republicans separately. On the question of whether mail-in ballots produce voter fraud, we see a significant partisan gulf in the control condition, with just over 30% of Democrats believing mail-in ballots cause fraud versus over 60% of Republicans. However, we continue to find little evidence that exposure to Trump’s tweet had a significant effect on either partisan subgroup. Among Republicans, the estimated effect was slightly positive; among Democrats, it was slightly negative; but neither difference in means was statistically significant.

Corrections, by contrast, had dramatically different effects on the beliefs of Democrats and Republicans. Among Democrats, exposure to all three corrections of varying strength decreased belief in mail fraud; in the flagged and Twitter correction the decrease was 10%. Among Republicans, however, we observe the exact opposite. Belief in voter fraud was actually higher in all three corrections treatments than in the control group baseline—evidence of a backfire effect. In the correction treatment, which presented both the flag used by Twitter and its corrective information, belief that mail voter fraud occurs was more than 13% higher than in the control. While none of the partisan effects were significantly different from the control ($p < .05$, two-tailed test), in all four treatments the effects were in opposite directions for Democrats and Republicans, and in
two conditions—the Twitter flag and correction treatments—the difference in partisan reactions exceeded 20%. Thus, in the aggregate, there was little evidence that corrections were counterproductive. However, our partisan results suggest that social media companies’ fears about backfire effects may be justified in highly politically charged contexts, since these corrections increased misperceptions among those predisposed to believe President Trump.

We observe a similar pattern in beliefs about the prevalence of fraud more generally. Among Democrats, all three corrections substantially reduced perceptions of the extent of voter fraud versus the control group baseline. Among Democrats, however, exposure to the Trump tweet had no effect. Among Republicans, exposure to President Trump’s tweet increased beliefs about the prevalence of fraud, and none of the correction treatments significantly reduced fraud perceptions from the level observed in the Trump tweet treatment.

Turning to support for voting by mail, we found little evidence that any of the treatments had an effect among Democrats. Almost 85% of Democrats supported greater access to absentee ballots in 2020 in the control group baseline. Trump’s tweet did nothing to erode this support. And given a likely ceiling effect, corrections also failed to increase support further from its already very high base level. Just under 55% of Republicans in
the control group supported voting by mail in 2020. Trump’s tweet had no effect on this level of support. Similarly, exposure to corrections about Trump’s false claims had no effect in rallying Republican support for mail voting during the pandemic. If anything, they may have somewhat decreased support, though none of the differences are statistically significant.

Finally, consistent with past research, we found a very large partisan split in support for President Trump’s executive order against social media companies. Fewer than 30% of Democrats backed the order in the control group, while more than 75% of Republicans did. Moreover, none of the treatments moved subjects off their partisan priors. Among Democrats, none of the treatments had any effect on support for the executive order. Among Republicans, exposure to Trump’s tweet increased support for the order by 7%, though the difference in means was not statistically significant. And again, corrections had no effect in eroding support for the executive order among Republicans. Support for the executive order across all three corrections treatments were statistically indistinguishable from the level of support observed in the Trump tweet treatment.

**Conclusion**

In the almost 25 years since the publication of Kernell’s (1997) seminal work, an extensive literature has empirically examined the efficacy of presidential appeals in swaying public opinion and mobilizing popular support for the administration’s agenda. Given the relative recency of Twitter as a vehicle for these appeals, questions of rhetorical efficacy and political persuasion remain unresolved. We take an important step in understanding whether presidential use of Twitter, a relatively new medium for political communication, moves public opinion, and whether the even more novel attempts at correcting misleading presidential posts on social media have any effect on Americans’ accuracy perceptions of political claims and policy preferences.

Consistent with past scholarship warning that the bully pulpit does not guarantee presidential influence over public opinion, we found little evidence that exposure to social media appeals promotes public convergence with the president’s policy positions. In the aggregate, corrections to false presidential claims on social media also had little impact. However, this masks considerable heterogeneity across partisan groups. Exposure to various forms of corrections significantly affected beliefs about fraud, but by reducing misperceptions among those from the partisan opposition and increasing them among his copartisans. Further, our analysis suggests that both social media appeals and corrections to presidential claims had little influence on support for unilateral action to regulate social media platforms. Other factors, most importantly partisanship, anchored these assessments and rendered them unresponsive to claims and counterclaims. Taken together, we found that the direct conduit between executives and the public—circumventing the media and communicating directly through an online platform—does not create unambiguously favorable effects for the president. Nor does correcting the misinformation universally arrive at its intended effects.
Our analysis was based on the first issue that prompted a change in social media correction policy, from one in which the president’s tweets passed directly to his 80.3 million (and counting) followers (Lerman 2020) to one in which platforms such as Twitter flagged misleading content to users. Since Twitter labeled the initial election fraud tweet as misleading, it has also labeled executive tweets that warned of “serious force” for autonomous zones as “abusive behavior” (Feiner 2020), and his claims of victory the day after the general election as "disputed and might be misleading about an election or other civic process" (Bosch and Mak 2020). Follow-up studies should broaden the analysis to include not just subsequent tweets by the U.S. president to assess whether all issues operate similarly but also tweets by presidents of other countries to assess the cross-national dynamic. In March 2020, Twitter removed tweets by both the Brazilian and Venezuelan presidents for violating its coronavirus misinformation policies (Lyons 2020), providing both a political right and political left executive for comparison with the United States. Finally, while we analyzed the near-term effects of social media appeals and corrections, we cannot rule out the potential for longer-term effects and the possibility that each misleading claim or correction has small effects that aggregate over time. Relatedly, some individual tweets may be outliers, and they or their corrections may produce effects unobserved here. As the new approaches to content moderation on social media evolve and mature, we recommend a wider range of issues, additional presidents, and longitudinal effects as topics of further study.

NOTES
1 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/892383242535481344.
2 PolitiFact has ruled multiple claims by President Trump about mail-in ballots and voter fraud false. For example, see Jacobson (2020).
3 Logistic and ordered logit regressions with demographic controls yield substantively similar results. See Supporting Information Table S3.
4 Subjects who “leaned” toward either party are coded as partisans. The results are robust to treating these subjects as independents. See Supporting Information Figure S1.
5 A logistic regression interacting each treatment with partisanship (Supporting Information Table S4) confirms that the effects of these two treatments on Republicans and Democrats were significantly different from one another.
6 An ordered logit regression with partisan interactions (SI Table S4) confirms that the effect of each experimental treatment was significantly different across Republicans and Democrats.
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